
IN-DEMAND SKILLS: WE GOT THIS. 

Today's workplace demands think-on-your-feet problem solving. The 
weather half way around the world can affect sourcing of raw materials. 
An unanticipated workers' strike throws a delivery schedule into disarray. 
Rising fuel costs affect fiscal control. 

When that happens, you need someone who understands your business 
and supply chain management processes. You need a team with SCPro™ 

Fundamentals certifications from LINCS and The Council of Supply Chain 
Management Professionals, the preeminent association for individuals involved 
in supply chain management. This mark of excellence ensures you are 
hiring a professional who knows the field. 

LINCS 
SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT 

WE GOT THIS. 



YOUR SUPPLY CHAIN 

IS YOUR BUSINESS LIFELINE 

Every organization, whether they realize it or not, succeeds 
or fails in part because of their supply chain. Companies 
with well-run supply chains (in the Supply Chain Top 25) 
outperform other companies in the Dow Jones by 3 times. 
The critical connection between a company's financial 
success and the effectiveness of their supply chain process 
has been proven. For some companies, the supply chain is 
their business model. *Source: CSCMP.org

LINCS: WE GOT THIS. 

Your company's success is based on the 
ability to source materials, create products, 
transport goods and service your customer. 
So you need a highly trained and prepared 
team at all levels to effectively compete in the 
global marketplace. 

LINCS (Leveraging, Integrating, Networking, 
Coordinating Supplies) is a national supply 
chain management education and certification 
program. A national network of colleges and 
universities has created this training to respond 
to the increasing demand for professionals 
who understand logistics, transportation, 
distribution and the foundations of the supply 
chain management discipline. Through LINCS, 
entry to mid-level supply chain management 
professionals earn SCPro™ Fundamentals 
certifications and are ready for the challenge 
of performing in the international marketplace. 

Do you have a specific need? Eight certification 
tracks allow you to select the certified professional 
who best fits your requirements. LINCS prepares 
entry to mid-level professionals for the following 
certification tracks: 

• Supply Chain Management Principles
• Warehousing Operations
• Transportation Operations
• Customer Service Operations
• Demand Planning
• Manufacturing and Service Operations
• Inventory Management
• Supply Management and Procurement


